
Comment for planning application 21/00922/OUT
Application Number 21/00922/OUT

Location Land West Of Foxden Way Great Bourton OX17 1QY

Proposal OUTLINE Planning Application with all matters reserved save for access for up to 9 First
Homes

Case Officer James Kirkham  
 

Organisation
Name Joanne Beales

Address Lingreen,7 Chapel Lane,Little Bourton,Banbury,OX17 1RD

Type of Comment  Objection

Type neighbour

Comments Please see my previous letter of objection, submitted on-line on 26/04/2021. All of the
original comments still stand. In addition, I feel that: The proposed waste management
system is unsafe and inadequate - discharging waste into the current ditch will cause issues
when it rains, as Foxden Way is already prone to flooding. The development would have an
adverse effect on local wildlife. The development would seriously impact on the rural nature
of the two villages and the connecting road - Foxden Way, which is valued by the locally
community for walking and cycling. Public transport services are very limited to the villages
of Great & Little Bourton, and not suitable for supporting any new developments. A
significant amount of traffic enters Little Bourton to travel to Great Bourton and beyond,
where there are small roads with blind bends. The initial application was for 9 properties on
a larger plot of land, this application has halved the plot size with the same number of
properties, therefore if this proposed development were to be approved, no doubt a further
application would be submitted for the other half of the original plot. In summary, I strongly
object to this proposed development for the reasons above and those outlined in my
previous letter of objection. I am disappointed that I have heard about this revised
application from other residents rather than being informed by Cherwell District Council ... I
have also checked my spam folder.
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